FOR STUDENTS: Viewing Feedback in the Dropbox
The following documentation provides students with directions to view instructor feedback in the Dropbox.

INSTRUCTIONS: Go to the DROPBOX

After accessing the Dropbox, the student will see the course dropboxes. Select “view” to the right of the dropbox under “feedback”. Instructor feedback can be viewed here.

On the next page (User Submissions), General Feedback will be displayed. The student score and individual comments will be viewable. To see the Markup (detailed instructor comments on the submitted paper), select “Markup”.

[Images of Dropbox interface and User Submissions interface]
Students will be prompted to accept the Turnitin User Agreement.

The Document Viewer will then load and the submitted paper is displayed in full. A brief piece of the paper is shown below. Instructor markup can be viewed by clicking on the blue comment boxes.

On the right of this page, a General Comments bar appears. There are several options for viewing comments. These can be changed by selecting one of the three icons located at the bottom right of the page. Examples of each appear below.
View ALL Quickmarks and comments for this paper.

Rubric

View Rubric scorecard for this paper. Rubrics may not be used by all instructors.